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ABSTRACT

Experimental luminescence and absorption spectra of GaP at room temperature are
presented. A theoretical analysis has been performed on the luminescence and absorption
spectra in GaP. The experimental data are in good agreement with the theoretical results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gallium phosphide "GaP" is one of the most interesting semiconductor

compounds. The Isoelectronlc trap "N" Is considered as luminescence activator

which is widely used In radiative devices as electroluminescence pannels and light

emitting diodeU.

Although the extrinsic absorption edge and extrinsic infrared free carrier

absorption of n- and p- type gaiyum phosphide have been extensively studledP-3!,

the absorption spectrum below the indirect band edge has received little attention.

IR absorption gives valuable information on the energy band structure, lattice

vibrations!*J and scattering mechanisms in semiconductors. Many properties were

studied In detail on the exciton lines such as radiative lifetime^,effect of unlaxlal

stress!8! and effect of magnetic fleldP].

In the present work.we present some of the experimental data taken for the

absorption and lumlnscence spectrum for Ga P-N at 300 k . A detailed theoretical

interpretation of the results Is also presented.

2. Experimental Method

GaP-N is grown by liquid phase epitaxy Into substrates of high resistive

n-GaP.The substrates were oriented parallel to the plane{111 ).The substrates

were cut from Ga P single crystal which Is grown by CzochralsM method.

The crystal was heavily doped with nitrogn.containing 1.5 1018 atoms cnv3.

The concentration of other Impurities did not exceed 10 f e atoms cm -3.

The samples were excited by a continuous 4880 A* radiation taken from

a continuous wave AT laser (300 mW/cm2). The spectra were obtained with Hght

power grating monochromator MDR-L



3. Theory
Previous work on the Influence of lattice vibration on Impurity absorption bands

has been centered largely on the simplest possible model of lattice impurity

interaction , I.e linear Interaction. Such a model was first considered by

Mutol12!,Huang and Rhys!131,and Pekarl"). Their calculation was extended by

Lad15) and later by O'Rourkel16! .This simple model has been successful in

explaining the general features of the absorption line shape for several impurity

centers .

Following Laxjn the adlabatic and condon approximations ,we can write the

normalized line shape function for transitions from electronic state 'a" to electronic

state *b" as

iab(E) = A S P i x bp(x) Pbi(x) x t a(x) dx 12. s (ebp - e a a - E) (1)

where "x" is a set of nuclear coordinates , *Pb,(x)" is the transition electric

dlpole matrix element between the initial and Dnal electronic states and * X , a ,

X|,p" are the vibratlonal wave functions for the ground and excited electronic

states respectively ,and satisfy

(TN + E I W ^ X ^ E ^ X ) (2)

where " h- " stands for either "aa" or "bp", T N " Is the kinetic energy

operator of the nuclei and "Ej(x)" Is the adlabatic potential in which the nuclei move

and Is the energy eigenvalue of the electronic part of the adiabatic Hamiltonian for

state ' I "
CTR + U(r,x)) <D|(r,x)= E,(x) <D|(r,x) (3)
where T R " is the electronic Wnetic energy operator , V represents the

electronic coordinates ,and "U(r,x)" stands for all the terms in the total Hamiltonian

except the nuclear and electronic kinetic energies . The adiabatic potential *Ea(x)°

for the ground state becomes

E,(x) = 1;2£,M| O|,2Q,2 (4)

where "Qj, M|, Q^are the normal coordinate ,mass and frequency of the Ith

normal mode . Using

TN = - 2 , ( ^ / 3 4 ) . (*2/fcQ,2> (5)

equation (2) for the ground state may be written as

Sj [-(te/aWMtafl+irt M, nia2 Q(2 ] VnfrU Ewf,a()() (6)
*T t c t " is the harmonic oscillator wave function . The solutions of equation (6) are

(7)

where

and is a harmonic oscillator wave function.In order to evaluate equa-
tion (2) and to avoid any complications, we expand the adiabatic po-
tential for the excited state "bn in the normal mode coordinates for the
ground state

Eb(x) = E.b + a AiQi + 1 Et M ^ Q ? + El*j VuQ,Qj
We assume that the cross term Q.Q," is small and can be ne-

glected.So the solution of equation (2) with the potential of equation
<9)is

(9)

w j ( )
Using a variational principle^,we find that the one coordinate func-

tion u*ifii" satisfies

\ (n)\ )]
The spectral representation of the "<5" function is written as

6(Ebf - E to - E) = J_7 exp [-% (Eb9 - EM - E)] dt (12)

The line shape function of equation (1) may be written in the form

WE) = J_Tdtexp[-jt(E-E«b)]nig,(t) (13)
where \ ^ 1 [. «p [- - ch0i)\B(t) = Ag \j
The fourier transform of the line shape function is a product of

functionsugi(t)" which involve only the i* normal coordinate.
The convolution theorem could be used to write equation (12) as an

N-fold convolution
Q2 i2

,where «N » is the total number of modes and «U(£)" is the line
shape function .

The line shape due to linear modes is considered in the semicLaesical
approximationf17!, in order to compute the function defined by equation
(IS) we evaluate the overlap integral

(19)

(14)

(15)

(w

It is easy to show that this integral is given by

where \${z)'s are laguerre polynomials!10!-.



For T=0 ,oaly "a = 0" .ground vibrational state is occupied and the
line shape function is easily evaluated.

Let LoO) = l P = 0-a , w

j S (phfl - E.b - hw) (18)

The linear mode line shape for any temperature may also be evalu-
ated . The ground and excited state frequencies are the same . The en-
ergy vibrational transition depended on the difference between excited
and ground state vibrational quantum numbers . The semiclassical line
8hape'irlfor a linear mode is given by

l

From equation (19),equation(20) can be written as

For high temperatures equation (19) is completely adequate to sim-
plify the calculation.The photon absorption cross section is taken as

(20)

() £ ^ (21)
where y=fc atul 9 = (^cothf^) (22)
Here "Wii the energy of the absorbed photons ,"E,"iB the optical

ionization or neutralization energy of an impurity center ,"a"is the di-
mensionless electron-phonon interaction constant, an"ls the frequency
of the vibration localized at an impurity center(defect complex).

For the luminescence spectra and specifically for the case of the
radiative recombination between an electron captured by a deep donor
and a free hole , the number of photons emitted per unit time^iB taken
as

ft(y)dy = (£)*PD (£)V<Ky)«p(-$)dy (2*)
where V is the refractive index of the material under investigation

and UVD" is the concentration of ionized donors .
The shape of the luminescence spectra given by equation (23) ie

governed by the expontenial factor factor and is almost of a Gaussian
shape with a band width

W ~ 2E) dh (24)

at the 1/e level and a maximum located at
h«m«* E l d - 26)
where 5 = e Ef M KT

(25)

4 . Result* and discussion

"Pie absorption cross section *equ.(21) " is a function of two dlmensionless

variables , the relative photon energy "heo/Ej * and the temperature - dependent

parameter " 6 ' .

Fig (1) shows the results of a numerical integration of equ. (21) .It can be seen

that an Increase in the temperature Is accompanied by a shift of the absorption

peak towards higher energies , while the magnitude of the absorption cross

section at the peak 'a (6)" decreases The corresponding theoretical values of

the absorption cross section at the peak as a function of temperature Is shown In

fig (2) .It shows that the values of the absorption peaks decreases exponentially

with increasing the temperature parameter . This is attributed to the

photolonfzation of holes from impurity acceptors to the valence bands. The

pnotolonlzatlon absorption Is directly proportional to the density of the neutral

acceptors and hence increases as the temperature decreases .

Fig (3) shows the theoretical position of the peak of the absorption cross

section as a function of the temperature' e " i.e. the Intensity of broad line

spectrum is strongly dependent on the temperature .Comparing our results with

the theoretical results in ref.'s [9] and [11 ],we find that our results confirm the

results of ref.[9] ,but does not agree with ref. [11] We find also .there is no shift

In the position of the peak at temperture parameter > 0.16.

Comparison with experiment arises several difficulties: first, the cross section

for the absorption of electromagnetic radiation by deep centers in semiconductors

Is usually small ,and a study of the temperature dependence of this crass section

Is particularly difficult . Second, the material studied must have a broad energy

gap and must be neutral , for otherwise the fundamental absorption or free-

carrier absorption wHi mask the effect of interest. Finally the material must have

a certain degree of lonlctty for a comparatively clear display of the electron -

phonon Interaction of the type under consideration .

Fig's.(4) and (5) show the absorption spectra of p - type GaP samples doped
with cupper to a concentration of 1018-1018 cm-3 In crucible - free zone melting.
Cupper in GaP has a deep acceptor levetW with Eg= 0.6 - 0.7 eV .Cupper Is also

a convenient Impurity for our purposes for another reason: the large diffusion
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coefltclent of Cu In GaP makes It possible to control the Impurity concentration.

In tig's (4) and ( 5 ) , we find a systematic quantitative comparison of the theoretical

and experimental E181 results . In particular ,we chose 'Ef and " e" such that the

shape of the theoretical absorption spectrum agrees best with the experimental

data.

The results of the approximation for ' T =90 k ' Is shown In fig.(4). The Cu
lonizatlon energy determined In this manner is "Ej = 0.S8 e V " , "hQ=0.05 e V '

and "a =3.7". We calculate "6=0.1" Flg(5) shows the same parameter.but the

temperature Is equal to "300 k" . In this case * e = 0.076". In fig's (4) and (5)

we see that there Is a good agreement between the theoretical and experimental

data

Fig (6) shows the experimental absorption spectra of the sample G a P - N a t

300 K .This broad line spectrum shows no sharp lines and the band width Is

strongly dependent on temperature .We shall select the values of the parameters

In equation (1) to give the best description of the long wavelength edge of the

Impurity photoconductMty band due to transitions between the valence band and

the nitrogen donor level .The best parameters are E( =0.33 eV and 8 = 0.023. It

Is clear from flgure(6) that a good agreement Is obtained between the theoretical

and the experimental curves .

Flg(7) shows the experimental photolummscence spectrat10l due to the

presence of nitrogen Isoelectronic trap doped in GaP at" 293 k" This tig. shows

our theoretical results using the best lit parameters by applying equ.'s

(23,24and25) . The best parameters are"E|=1.65 eV and e =0 .0067" . Our

theoretical results are in agreement with the experimental data and are better than

the theoretical calculation presented In ref.[10].

Fig. (8) shows the experimental lumlnscence broad line spectrum from a

nitrogen doped GaP at 300 k . The peak of the broad line spectrum lies at

"2.21 eV " This peak may be the A- exciton line spectrum . The A -line is due to

a hole and an electron bound to an Isolated nitrogen atom . The Intensity of broad

fine spectrum is strongly dependent on the concentration of nitrogen and the

temperature . The phonon replica of the A - line are unresolved at room

temperature.

A systematic quantitative comparison of the theoretical and experimental

results requires determination of the parameters which appear In equation (23) .

In particular ,we started with the approximate parameters given by equations

(24)and (25).Then we started to vary them until we get the best fit .The results

obtained are shown In flgure(B) with 'Ep2.39 e V and " 9 = 0.002 ' . It is clear

from the figure that a good agreement is obtained between the experimental data

and the theoretical results .

5. Conclusion
The spectrum from semiclassical theory Eq (20) is a good approximation to

the quantum line shape In two cases : first If the frequency of the oscillator "h<»" is

small compared with KT ,and second if the coupling constant "a" is large. If the

electron phonon Interaction term " a=0 " Eq.(22) converts into the familiar

Luckovsky equation and there Is a disagreement between the experimental and

theoretical results . The decrease of magnitude of the absorption peak by

increasing the temperature till "6 ~ (0,16 - 0.2 ) " Is attributed to photoionization

of holes from * Cu" acceptor to valence bands . From semiclassical model it is

difficult to estimate the magnitude of Interband matrix element for Ga P .

To check the experimental results with theory the material must have a broad

energy gap and low electron concentration to avoid free carrier absorption .

Nevertheless, the material must be conducting for the electron - hole interaction to

take place It Is our intention to persue the study of the effect of concentration of

dopants and the effect of low temperature on the behaviour of the absorption and

luminescence line spectra.
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Figure captions

Fig(1) : Spectra dependence of the theoretical absorption cross section on
(h«o/E|) at different temperature. 1. e=0.02 2. ^ 0 . 0 8 3. ^ 0 . 1 4

4. 6=0.20 5. 9=0.24 .

Fig{2) : Intensity of absorption cross section at the peak as a function of the

temperature.

Fig(3) : Theoretical positions of the absorption crass section peak as a

function of temperature.

Flg(4) : Analysis of the Impurity-absorption spectra of p-type GaP(Cu) at

T=90k. 1. exp. results 2. calculated from equ.(20) with Ej=0.58eV

h(o=0.05eV and a=3.7 .

Fig(5) : Analysis of the impurity-absorption spectra of p-type GaP(Cu) at

T=300k. 1. exp. results 2. calculated from equ.(20) wtth E|=0.58eV

hw=0.05eV and a=3.7 .

Fig(6) : Absorption spectra of GaP-N at room temperature . 1 exp. results.

2. theor. results.

Flg(7) : Comparison of the theor. and exp. photoluminescence spectra due to

presence of deep oxygen In GaP. T=293k.

1. exp.results 2. ref. [10] calculated 3. theor. results.

Fig(8): Photoluminscence spectra of GaP-N at 300k .

1. exp. results 2. theor. calculated .
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